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The name of the Action Plan of FIRST BAPTIST is The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway
(“The Pathway”).
The Action Plan will demonstrate how FIRST BAPTIST will begin to realize the results of our
2025 Beyond-the-Horizon Vision (from now on, the “Vision”) by achieving the Mission of
FIRST BAPTIST. The one sentence Vision Summary of FIRST BAPTIST is “As we seek God,
He will form us to become increasingly Christ-like and to be family to everyone who needs
family.” The Mission of FIRST BAPTIST is: “Helping People Know, Love, and Become like
Jesus.”
With the aid of an Action Plan Map, people will understand how each Ministry at FIRST
BAPTIST and its corresponding activities fit into achieving the Mission so that the Vision results
will begin to be realized. So the purpose of the Action Plan is to provide a method—a plan—for
FIRST BAPTIST to carry out our Mission and Vision.
It must be mentioned that the Vision does not take the place of our Mission. Our Mission at
FIRST BAPTIST as to “What” we are to be doing remains the same: “Helping People Know,
Love, and Become Like Jesus.” As people grow deeper in their relationship with Jesus Christ,
they are getting to know Him, love like Him, and take on His habits and character. Therefore, the
steps in The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway are based on people’s relationship with Jesus
and the power of the cross and resurrection; they are not based simply on doing activities. So as
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we are being equipped to move forward on The Pathway together, the Holy Spirit is bringing
personal transformation toward Christ-likeness (which speaks to our Mission), and that
transformation will lead to realizing the Vision of FIRST BAPTIST. In summary, the key to
understanding the harmony between the Action Plan and Mission and the Vision is this:
That as we are maturing in our relationship with Jesus Christ along The Evangelism
and Discipleship Pathway, the Mission is being achieved in “What” we are called to be
and do. As we are maturing in Christ-likeness, the Vision is being realized in terms of
“Where” we are going in the ultimate contribution we will have in our community by
2025.
Furthermore, people will also be introduced to our Vision Frame which serves to provide the
structure in realizing the Vision. The Mission, Values, and Measurements serve in harmony with
the Action Plan piece of the Frame as we move forward in living out the Vision in our lives.

II.

FIRST BAPTIST Vision and Year-One Focus

The Vision is a vivid picture of a church from five to twenty years into the future depending on
the life stage and context of the church. For FIRST BAPTIST it is from 2017 to 2025. It is an
aspirational sense of destination and clarifies our ultimate contribution into the community. It has
been built from the two concepts of spiritual formation and need adoption, and it can be stated as
both a sentence and a vivid description narrative. It is primarily qualitative and is designed to
have a compelling character that may feel almost unbelievable to the listener. The primary
benefits of the Vision include:
a) Shapes the destiny of the whole congregation;
b) Creates deeper meaning for individuals;
c) Cultivates heroic sacrifice among people; and
d) Guides the development of long-term planning.
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The Vision of First Baptist Church:
Welcome Home: Forming and Extending the Family of God
PREAMBLE: As God has worked through our church family to have an eternal impact on many
thousands of lives for over 125 years, we now seek to expand on this legacy left to us by our
faithful and pioneering brothers and sisters.
PROBLEMS: In this age of digital relationships, our post-truth culture has lost nearly all sense of
family, love and belonging, which creates a hostile desert of devastating loneliness and isolation.
This life-threatening situation intensifies the extreme thirst experienced by all who are separated
from our Heavenly Father. Due to the drought of real, loving relationships, our region is filled
with people suffering from addictions, poverty, depression, confusion, suicide, abuse,
homelessness, crime, neglect, the splintering of families, the trials of single parenting, and the
abandonment of seniors. Merely doing what we have been doing will not deliver life-giving
water to the wasteland that surrounds us or thwart the work of our enemy. Despite our active
ministries, a penetrating assessment revealed significant challenges in discipleship and
evangelism – issues that can and must change.
SOLUTIONS: Dependence on God is crucial as we discern and design a clearly defined
discipleship pathway that helps each of us overcome our timidity in reaching out to our
neighbors, sharing our faith, and inviting them to find the true source, Jesus Christ. As we
fervently pray for the living water of the gospel to flow into our community, we must realize that
we, the Spirit led and empowered family of God, are His vessel for making that happen. We, as a
church, must be willing to let go of, without division or politics, even good things that are
holding us back from God things. We must hold on to our unity of spirit and of focus for the sake
of the gospel because we live in the last split-second of human history. The time to joyfully and
courageously follow and live on mission for Jesus is now. By 2025, God will work through our
congregation to revive this dry and thirsty land as we grow in Christ-likeness, sacrificially share
His love and become family to everyone in need of one. By prioritizing intentional, life-on-life
relationships, we will walk with each other on a discipleship journey that draws each one closer
to Christ. Because our society is increasingly indifferent or even hostile to Christianity, we must
all commit to bring Jesus to people in our world and to join forces with other Kingdom-minded
believers, churches and missionaries. Through these combined efforts, we dream of hundreds of
thousands of people here and around the world becoming connected to the family of God. The
overflow of His living water will cause us to be agents of transformation and become family as
we serve one another and our neighbors, meet needs through radical generosity, and care with
authentic love.
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RESULTS: As a result, the gospel will be lived and proclaimed near and far, and multitudes will
place their faith in Jesus Christ. We will see the flourishing of marriage, parenthood, and family.
Divorce, addiction, hopelessness and abuse will greatly diminish. Children in need of a family
will be fostered and adopted into loving Christ-centered homes. There will be healing, wholeness
and healthy relationships. Children and youth will grow in love and wisdom, young adults will
thrive, adults will be renewed, and seniors will find purpose and belonging. Our church will
become a channel where God’s living water flows so deeply and so powerfully that all who
encounter it will long to be part of it and will yearn to know, love and become like Jesus. And we
will hand down to the next generation of Christ-followers at First Baptist another chapter of
faithful obedience along with endless stories of the power of God doing immeasurably more than
all we could have ever asked or imagined.

The Vision in a summary sentence can be stated as follows:
As we seek God, He will form us to become increasingly Christ-like and to be family to
everyone who needs family.

❖ Two sentences in the Vision which has guided this Action Plan are as follows: “By 2025,
God will work through our congregation to revive this dry and thirsty land as we grow in
Christ-likeness, sacrificially share His love and become family to everyone in need of
one. By prioritizing intentional, life-on-life relationships, we will walk with each other on
a discipleship journey that draws each one closer to Christ.”

Year-One Focus
Stated as a qualitative and quantitative goal, this is the single and most important
emphasis that will help in accomplishing the Vision in the coming year. That means the Focus
should be both inspiring pictures and measurable numbers. Like the Vision, the Focus is
designed to inspire people and stretch their thinking of what might be possible; moreover, a new
Focus will be developed each year based on our progress toward the Vision—thus creating a
“living” Vision. The first Focus is called our Year-One Focus, and it can be stated in one
sentence and adapted regularly for communication every day. At FIRST BAPTIST, the Focus is
designed to:
a) Generate excitement for what God is doing in the next year;
b) Focuses the attention, prayers, and resources of the church in a dramatic way;
c) Reveals progress for celebration (or recalibration);
d) Highlights one shared priority for all ministry areas; and
e) Cuts through the complexity of life and ministry with one focus.
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The Year-One Focus of First Baptist Church for 2017 to May 2018 is:
“Through understanding God’s story, His mission, and what it means to be part of His family,
we will actively work toward being one in heart, mind, and love. This will start us down the path
of being unified, equipped, and unleashed to live out the vision God has given us. Our goal is
that by May 2018, we will see:
500+ Vision Commitments
350+ People Engaging on the Discipleship Pathway
200+ New Connections reported”

The Year-One Focus in a sentence can be stated as follows: As God draws us closer to Him and
His ways, we will come together in unity and begin to move forward in alignment.
Stated another way, what we hope to accomplish in Year One is to be “Connecting people to
God’s larger story of redemptive history… connecting people to the bigger picture of God’s epic
working…” From God Dreams author Will Mancini.

In seeking to be moving forward in achieving the Mission and realizing the Vision, an
understanding of how we will do this—a philosophy of ministry—is needed. This next section
seeks to lay the groundwork for our Action Plan.
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III.

Philosophy of Ministry

It’s about the Cross and the Resurrection.
Evangelism is bringing people to the foot of the Cross of Christ. By God’s grace through faith, it
is at the cross where our sins were taken away and we are forgiven (Eph. 2:8-9 & Col. 2:13-15).
Discipleship is living life from the power of the Cross of Christ and His Resurrection. Since
“God demonstrates His own love for us in this: while we were yet sinners, Christ died for us”
(Rom. 5:8), who we are and what we do as children of the living God finds central meaning in
the Cross of Jesus Christ. Furthermore, Christ’s Resurrection gives us confident assurance as
Jesus said, “Because I live, you also will live” (John 14:19b).
What is Discipleship? In a little more detail, discipleship is similar to apprenticeship: it’s a time
in a person’s life when he is learning his trade. It’s an urgent process so it cannot be delayed, yet
it is also slowly developed so it cannot be hurried. Discipleship is not simply sitting and learning,
but also actively living out the truths of Scripture as we live in community under the Lordship of
Jesus Christ in loving God and in loving others. Yes, it will mean a change in me, but this change
is not simply behavior modification; the foundation of discipleship is the transformation of the
mind and heart through faith, repentance, and obedience. And this journey we are on is meant to
be done in love with other members of the Body of Christ.
Therefore, the following is the Purpose of Discipleship and the definition of a disciple at FIRST
BAPTIST:
The Purpose of Discipleship at First Baptist Church is to help people know, love, and
become like Jesus as we are courageously following Him in moving forward in realizing
our Vision.
Disciples at First Baptist Church are men and women, boys and girls, who know, love,
and are becoming like Jesus as we are courageously following Him in moving forward in
our roles—together—in realizing our Vision.
Biblical support of these include the following:
The Bible says, “We … are being transformed into His likeness with ever
increasing glory, which comes from the Lord, who is the Spirit” (2 Cor. 3:18, see
also Ro 12:1-2, Heb 5:13-14).
The Bible says we are to “become mature … no longer be infants … in all things
grow up into Him who is the Head, that is, Christ” (Eph. 4:11-16, see also
Ja 1:2-4, Lk 8:14-15, Phil. 3:14-15, Col. 1:28-29).
The Bible says, “For those God foreknew He also predestined to be conformed to
the likeness of His Son” (Ro 8:29, see also 2 Co 5:20-21, Lk 6:40, 9:23-25, Gal
4:19).
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How is this done? The Bible says: “So then, just as you received Christ Jesus as Lord, continue
to live in Him, rooted and built up in Him, strengthened in the faith as you were taught, and
overflowing with thankfulness. See to it that no one takes you captive through hollow and
deceptive philosophy which depends on human tradition and the basic principles of this world
rather than on Christ” (Col. 2:6-8) and “The only thing that counts is faith expressing itself
through love” (Gal. 5:6b). God isn’t building “mushroom” Christians who spring up overnight
but then soon wither, are squashed, or are choked out. Who is God building? God is building
“Oak Tree” Christians whose roots are strong and grow deep in Him with ever-increasing faith
and love. The Bible says,
Blessed is the man who does not walk in the counsel of the wicked or stand in the way of
sinners or sit in the seat of mockers. But his delight is in the law of the LORD, and on
His law he meditates day and night. He is like a tree planted by streams of water, which
yields its fruit in season and whose leaf does not wither. Whatever he does prospers
(Psalm 1:1-3).
The spiritual formation taking place makes us aware of the empty deceptions found in the world;
more so, we are seeking to become who God has already declared us to be. This takes place as
we each learn to conduct our life as though Jesus were living it, so we are representing Him and
His mission in the world: Jesus said, “I am the vine, you are the branches. If a man abides in Me
and I in him he will bear much fruit; apart from Me you can do nothing” (John 15:5).
Yet Psalm 1:1, above, also shares lifestyle habits that keep us from maturing. What are the
hindrances and challenges we face? Instead of being formed by the power of the Holy Spirit, we
are being formed by our sinful nature (see Rom 7:7-23), the ungodly patterns of this world (see
Rom 12:2), and especially, the schemes of our enemy (see Eph. 6:11-13). The Bible says, “For
what I do is not the good I want to do; no, the evil I do not want to do—this I keep on doing.
Now if I do what I do not want to do, it is no longer I who do it, but it is sin living in me that
does it” (Rom. 7:19-20, see also Matt. 15:17-20). This sinful nature of ours manifests in our lives
by a preoccupation with gratifying unbiblical desires, craving and accumulating things, and
obsessing about one’s status or importance (see 1 John 2:16). In essence, we will either be
“discipled” by the world, our flesh, or the devil, or we will be discipled by God. The inevitable
result of the former is that our lives become unfruitful and our relationships, especially our
familial relationships, break down and bring loneliness, struggles, addictions, and even crime
into our neighborhoods, our region, and beyond. But when we are discipled by God, our faith is
refreshed and built up, and we mature in being able to consistently defeat sinful temptations in
life within the body of Christ and advance the Kingdom of God against the powers of darkness.
Discipleship then becomes God’s method by which we are being freed from the power of sin in
our lives so that we may live for our Lord Jesus Christ.
One very clear and practical application from the FIRST BAPTIST Vision Team in our Action
Plan is on the emphasis on being a loving family to those who need family. This intentionally
relational lifestyle towards people of all ages and all backgrounds, Christians or not, will be
encouraged, will be preached, and will be taught at FIRST BAPTIST as our congregation and
ministries come into unity and alignment to live out the Vision. We pray that as we live in The
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Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway together, we seek to get out of the “comfort zones” we
have built for ourselves and live lives of humble submission before our holy and sovereign God.
It is noted here that this Action Plan is not about earning God’s favor. No. The gospel is clearly
the message of God’s grace through faith in Jesus. The Bible is clear that we have been freed
from the very penalty of sin in order to live for our Lord Jesus Christ. Again, it is by the Holy
Spirit—filling and overflowing in lives of believers—by which we accomplish the will of God.
Referring to the Spirit whom believers were to later receive, Jesus shouted out, “If anyone is
thirsty, let him come to Me and drink. Whoever believes in Me, as the Scripture has said, streams
of living water will flow from within him” (John 7:37-39). The result? A new wave of leadership
will be developed to creatively and courageously continue making disciples and to continue
refreshing people in need by being family to those who need family.
But our spiritual journey will take effort. Furthermore, we will not be seeking to simply “try” and
accomplish His will. No. Discipleship is “training” not “trying”: as the apostle Paul wrote to
Timothy in 1 Timothy 4:7, “Have nothing to do with godless myths and old wives’ tales; rather,
train yourself to be godly” (or as The Message puts it: “Stay clear of silly stories that get dressed
up as religion. Exercise daily in God—no spiritual flabbiness, please!”). As recorded in John
15:8, Jesus said, “This is to my Father’s glory, that you bear much fruit, showing yourselves to
be my disciples.” God is seeking the transformation of the heart and mind, for us to mature in
our very being, both individually and corporately as His disciples. As a result, people in
Cambridge, Isanti, Isanti County, East Central MN, and beyond will know through experience
that the congregation of FIRST BAPTIST are a people who are united in compassionately caring
for people in need; we aim to let our “doing” flow from our “being” as what we do authentically
comes from who we are: we bear fruit as members of His family. And a major role we have as
members of God’s family is in following God’s lead in sharing our faith—in bringing a winsome
witness. The Bible says, “Faith comes from hearing the message, and the message is heard
through the word of Christ” (Rom 10:17). This sharing is for all people because “The Lord is not
slow in keeping His promise, as some understand slowness. He is patient with you, not wanting
anyone to perish, but everyone to come to repentance” (2 Pet. 3:9). Will it take sacrifice? Yes.
Will it require you and me to deny our base impulses? Unquestionably. Will we need to set aside
our pride and desire for control and humbly submit to Jesus Christ? Yes. Will it take courage?
Absolutely. Will it be worth it? … We believe with all our hearts that it will be! But, ultimately
that will be for each person to decide.
In going to the Cross our Lord Jesus Christ demonstrated sacrifice, denial of His will, submission
to His Father’s will, and courage in bearing the wrath of His Father as He, Jesus, paid the penalty
for the sins of the world. This is the essence of what we mean in Helping people know, love, and
become like Jesus. For Jesus, it was all worth it, as the Bible describes His joy and our challenge:
“Let us throw off everything that hinders and the sin that so easily entangles, and let us run with
perseverance the race marked out for us. Let us fix our eyes on Jesus, the author and perfecter of
our faith, who for the joy set before him endured the cross, scorning its shame, and sat down at
the right hand of the throne of God” (Hebrews 12:1-2). As we commit to “fix our eyes on Jesus,”
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we will begin to realize our Vision: As we seek God, He will form us to become increasingly
Christ-like and to be family to everyone who needs family.
So if you believe that following Jesus will be worth it, keep reading as we begin to unpack the
Action Plan of achieving the Mission which will lead to realizing the Vision.

IV.

Overview of Action Plan

The following overview of The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway will help to orient people
as to where they are in their own Spiritual Journeys and will guide people to the next step in their
Journeys. For clarification, the following terms are defined:
•
•
•
•

The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway (“Pathway” for short) includes the 11
Stages found along the continuum and the 3 Core Areas.
“The Pathway” shows the 11 stages of a person’s relationship with Jesus Christ and
what are the next steps that can be taken to move people forward along The Pathway.
“Journey” refers to the whole, from beginning to end, of life’s walk with Jesus Christ.
“Disciples” are who we are seeking to develop. At First Baptist Church, “Disciples”
are men and women, boys and girls, who know, love, and are becoming like Jesus as
we are courageously following Him in moving forward in our roles—together—in
realizing our Vision.
➢ In effect, “Disciples” at First are people who seek to mature in our Mission so
that our Vision will be realized. This will take courage and unity.
➢ If we are maturing as Christians as described in The Pathway, it would be
impossible not to see our Vision being realized.
➢ An intentional Discipleship ministry—which seeks to have the ministries of
First complement one another as we move forward together—will seek to
ensure that any person who wants to engage in the 3 Core Areas will be
equipped as a Disciple.

The following outline lists key aspects of our Action Plan.
A. The Action Plan Map is a fold-out document that serves as a literal map for the Action
Plan. It shows 1) where people are at in their Spiritual Journey and 2) what are their next
steps in moving forward on The Pathway. The Map illustrates each Pathway Stage.
B. A booklet titled The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway Action Plan serves to give
further insight and details for people so that they can more effectively navigate their
Spiritual Journey through the guidance of the Holy Spirit.
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C. KEY: As we seek God, He will form us to become increasingly Christ-like and to be
family to everyone who needs family. This Vision summary statement is paramount in
carrying out our Action Plan. It brings forth a greater emphasis in relationships, as found
in the following sentence in our Vision: “By prioritizing intentional, life-on-life
relationships, we will walk with each other on a discipleship journey that draws each one
closer to Christ.”
D. FOUNDATIONAL: The Plan was written generally enough so that First Baptist
Ministries—as well as individuals—are not being mandated and micro-managed on what
to do; ministries and people are free to find “their story in God’s Story” and be Spirit-led
and creative in living the “Unique Call” God has made them for in living for Jesus.
E. However, The Plan was also written specifically enough to provide the structure,
framework, & direction in ministry in achieving the Mission so as to see our Vision
realized.
F. It is the goal of the ministries of FIRST BAPTIST to come together in unity around the
Vision and then to move forward in alignment to see it realized. Our ministries interrelationship will be clearly seen as all ministries and their activities will focus on
realizing the Vision.
a. Whenever people read our Action Plan booklet and find where they are on the
Action Plan Map, they will know what FIRST BAPTIST is …
1) seeking to accomplish,
2) how our various ministries and their activities are unified, and
3) how they help in accomplishing the Vision in their alignment.
b. The process shown in the booklet shows how each ministry can help people in
achieving the Mission and realizing the Vision; therefore, ministries and their
activities find their overall purpose, and they may be tweaked or adapted to better
fit these purposes. From staff and volunteers to long-time members and first-time
GUESTS, the Vision shows where we are going—our preferred better future of
2025— with the ministries helping people to get there. The ministries are not in
competition with one another, but are aligned with one another and exist in
harmony with each other as they lead people through the rhythm of their own
personal Spiritual Journey, yet also doing so in the fellowship of believers.
c. No ministry exists without some relationship to the Action Plan. It cannot be
emphasized enough that the ultimate goal of all of FIRST BAPTIST’s ministries
is in achieving Mission so that the Vision will begin to be realized: they live in
harmony with one another.
G. The Action Plan includes 3 Core Areas which people focus upon to move them forward
along The Pathway.
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H. Along The Pathway there will be multiple entry points into each of the 3 Core Areas in
the Evangelism region in which Christians are opening their lives and being family to
people who need family. As our Mission of FIRST BAPTIST of Helping People Know,
Love, and Become Like Jesus is our Mandate of who we are to be like, our 2025 Vision
shows where we are going and pulls people forward.
I. Therefore, connecting people in relationships—both vertically with the LORD Jesus
Christ and horizontally with people whom God has brought into our lives—are vital for
the success of the Vision. However, it must be noted that FIRST BAPTIST is not seeking
to develop Christians who will only consume, but also invest their lives into others while
moving forward on The Pathway. This is partly what is meant by the command to be
loving other people (see Mt 22:39 & Jn 12:34-35). As the Vision seeks for people to be
involved in “Life-on-life” relationships, the goal is to be living in relationship…
a. with Christians who are at or farther along in their Spiritual Journey than
ourselves in order to be discipled by them;
b. with Christians who are at about the same stage of spiritual maturity in order to
form accountable relationships, real friendships;
c. with Christians who are not yet as far along in their Discipleship Pathway in order
to disciple them; and
d. with non-Christians who are still walking along the Evangelism Pathway and
have not, yet, received Jesus Christ as their Lord and Savior.
J. If the relationships described above do not happen, the Spiritual Journeys of people will
stall. But as we form the relationships necessary as we move forward on The Pathway
toward realizing the Vision as a unified Team, the alignment and partnership of our
Ministries and activities will complement each other and serve to add what is lacking in
the life of each person, both Christian and non-Christian.
K. The Metrics of FIRST BAPTIST will change as well. FIRST BAPTIST will no longer be
measured just by attendance and offering, but by how people progress through the clearly
developed Pathway by the 3 Core Areas. The idea is not to offer programs for the sake of
offering programs. The purpose of having Ministries is the following:
a. FIRST BAPTIST has ministries that will move people forward in their
relationship with Jesus Christ, which is at the heart of the Action Plan.
b. Think “Relationships” and “Stages” not just attending activities.
L. One of the natural repercussions of this approach is that it allows both the FIRST
BAPTIST leadership and all individuals to see how the different Ministries and their
activities allow each person to move forward in their Spiritual Journey. Again, the goal is
not just to attend activities for the sake of attending activities, but to make more informed
choices in how people will invest both time and money to move forward along The
Pathway.
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a. Each Ministry and its activities will see what type of life-changing “fuel” it brings
in achieving the Vision in providing the energy for people to navigate forward
along The Pathway.
M. KEY: In effect, the Action Plan is the “How To” in achieving Mission and realizing the
Vision of FIRST BAPTIST. Therefore, the Action Plan must be carefully crafted to …
a. identify the hindrances that keep people from moving forward in their Journeys;
b. provide solutions to the hindrances that cause people to become stuck or to stall;
and
c. streamline the process so that people can efficiently travel along The Pathway.
N. It is also noted, based on the REVEAL research, that simply just attending an activity
does not equal spiritual maturity. Based on the Action Plan, spiritual maturity can and
will be measured as based on how people are progressing on The Pathway through the 3
Core Areas, which is based on one’s relationship to Christ. This can be noted as the
following:
a. an increase in one’s openness to hearing the gospel of the Cross of Christ;
b. further understanding of the Christian faith; and/or
c. actual and demonstrated commitment toward the next step along The Pathway; a
goal of the Action Plan is for people to be either traveling toward the foot of the
Cross or living life from the power of the Cross and Resurrection.

O. KEY: In moving forward on The Pathway, our trust in knowing God’s way is best is
paramount. If we truly believe this to the depths of our souls, what follows is repentance
of our old ways and walking in obedience to God’s ways. That’s transformation, and
that’s moving forward on the Pathway which then accomplishes the Vision.
a. Therefore, another goal of the Action Plan is having intentional ministries on a
simple Pathway. People can use their time effectively in building their faith,
loving others, and being witnesses of Jesus as they move into the future that the
Vision describes.
In summary of all the above…
1) The Vision and the Year-One Focus emphasizes direction;
2) The Philosophy of Ministry emphasizes the power of the Cross and Resurrection; and
3) The Overview of the Action Plan emphasizes The Pathway in living out our Spiritual
Journeys toward achieving the Mission as we begin to realize the Vision.
But what are the borders or the structure of The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway? What
follows next is the “Vision Frame,” which helps in aligning our life choices and our Ministry
activities toward the Vision of First Baptist Church.
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V.

Vision Frame and Vision Storyline

The structural boundaries or borders for The Pathway are shown by our Vision Frame. The four
components of the Frame are Mission, Values, Action Plan, and Measurements. Think of the
Vision Frame as a simple picture frame. The picture that has been painted is the Vision, and the
Vision Frame provides its boundaries. The Frame is as follows.
1)The MISSION of FIRST BAPTIST gives us our Mandate and answers our questions of
“What is our overall purpose? Who am I to BE?” The answer to both is: FIRST
BAPTIST is to be “Helping people know, love, and become like Jesus.” This
MISSION of who we are to “BE” focuses people on Jesus and our maturing relationship
with Him; this MISSION is truly a continuum which takes Christians at FIRST BAPTIST
who are “New in Christ” to “Growing in Christ,” to “Close to Christ,” to “ChristCentered” to “Christ-likeness,” and, ultimately, to “Eternity with Christ.”
2) The next piece of the frame are our VALUES which gives us our Motives and Guiding
Principles. VALUES answer the question of “Why are we doing it?” The answer is: What
motivates and guides us to do what we do is God’s Word, Relationships, Grace,
Transformation, Generosity, and Outreach.
3) Then comes our ACTION PLAN which gives us our Map and answers the question of
“How are we DOING it?” The answer is: We will be achieving our Mission which leads
to realizing our Vision through a carefully planned Evangelism and Discipleship
Pathway that moves people along toward achieving the Mission thereby seeing our
Vision being realized:
a. The ACTION PLAN focuses FIRST BAPTIST on the VISION and to be living
the MISSION: our DOING flows out of our BEING.
4) The last frame component is our MEASURES which gives us our Marks and answers
the question of “When are we successful?” The answer is: We hit the ACTION PLAN
targets …
a. by being Faith-Filled
b. having a Loving Lifestyle
c. by being a Winsome Witness.
“Measure a” is the KEY as that seeks to measure the personal relationship with Jesus. It
measures our “Being.” The next, “Measure b,” measures our “Doing” as how we love other
people flows out from who we are: we seek to have our doing flow from our being. Third,
“Measure c,” measures our role as people who are ambassadors for Christ as the focus is not on
“to witness” but “be witnesses”: as Jesus said in Acts 1:8, “You will be my witnesses.”
These Frame components have helped to develop the Vision of FIRST BAPTIST as well as
giving it structure. The Vision and the Vision Frame are in harmony with one another and
serve to give structure and guidance to the Vision. Together they form our VISION
STORYLINE.
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As a review, the Vision is a picture within our Vision Frame of our preferred future in the year
2025: our ultimate contribution into the community. But how will it get accomplished? By
starting with the end in mind—the results of our Vision—and working back from our preferred
future to the present. We have put “meat” onto the Vision in the form of measurable action steps;
these are called Background, Mid-Ground, and Foreground, described below.
The Background is four qualitative ideas that clarify the four most important emphases in the
next one to three years in order to fulfill the Vision. As this is a “living” Vision, these four will
change as they are accomplished or are recalibrated, as deemed appropriate. Each of the four
emphases can be stated in one or two sentences. These four emphases of the Vision are called the
Background feature of the Vision. The purpose of the Background is as follows:
a) Creates a broad-level road map to approach the future;
b) Directs intermediate to long-term allocation of FIRST BAPTIST resources;
c) Limits blind spots that would inhibit progress; and
d) Provides context for short-range goal setting (Yearly Focuses).
➢
Our four Background Initiatives are: Leadership Development; Align
staff, budget, and facility; Align Ministries with Action Plan; Sunday Morning Plan
The next feature in the Vision which comes before the Background is our Mid-Ground, which
we are calling our Yearly Focuses. This was described earlier, but as a review, each Yearly
Focus is the single and most important emphasis that will help in accomplishing the Vision in the
next 12 months. It leads directly into fulfilling the Background feature of the Vision and
indirectly into fulfilling the Vision itself. See page 5 for our Year One Focus.
How will these Yearly Focuses get accomplished? By the Foreground feature of the Vision. The
Foreground contains up to four very specific ideas/initiatives that must be started within the next
ninety days. The Foreground initiatives are typically led by cross-functional staff teams or may
be carried by individual ministry departments. Most initiatives support the Yearly Focuses
directly or indirectly, and since this is a “living” Vision, these four will change as they are
accomplished or are recalibrated, as deemed appropriate. Think of the Foreground as the four
most important next steps in order to complete the single Yearly Focus. Therefore, the purpose
of the Foreground is as follows:
a) Clarifies weekly action steps and daily priorities for leaders;
b) Sequences short-term projects, tasks, and goals;
c) Activates the unique gifts and abilities within the body; and
d) Provides regular, positive accountability for individuals and teams.
➢ Our current four 90 day initiatives (as of October 2017) are: Vision
Sharing Plan; Create the Action Plan; Implement The Story;
Document Ministries
In summary, the Vision Frame provides the structure of the FIRST BAPTIST Vision. The Frame
also provides the borders that the Vision “lives” in. The Vision features a Beyond the Horizon
(2025), a Background, a Mid-ground (Focus), and a Foreground. Together the Vision and the
Vision Frame are the VISION STORYLINE. So what does this mean?
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By coming together in unity and aligning our lives and ministries to move
forward in the same direction toward the Vision, the people of First Baptist are
ready to advance the Kingdom of God in Cambridge, Isanti, Isanti County, East
Central Minnesota, and beyond.

How will we do this? Our Spiritual Journey can be shown with a Map, as a Report, and in a
Narrative. What follows next are the catalysts that will help drive people forward along The
Pathway to realize the FIRST BAPTIST Vision.
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VI.

The 3 Core Areas of the Action Plan

As mentioned above, our ACTION PLAN answers the question of “How are we DOING it?”
Our ACTION PLAN flows out of our MISSION, is guided by our VALUES, and will be
assessed by our MEASURMENTS. As stated above, the key to understanding the harmony
between the Action Plan and Mission and the Vision is this:
That as we are maturing in our relationship with Jesus Christ along The Evangelism
and Discipleship Pathway, the Mission is being achieved in “What” we are called to be
and do. As we are maturing in Christ-likeness, the Vision is being realized in terms of
“Where” we are going in the ultimate contribution we will have in our community by
2025, which leads to God being glorified.

The Map: This is tri-fold document. It is used to give a visual of The Pathway and is used in a
similar fashion as Google Maps: find out where you are and give you directions of where you
want to go.
The Action Plan is called The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway and it forms the essence of
the what we are asking 350+ people to commit to and begin living out in the coming year. It has
3 Core Areas that must be focused upon and to be lived out by the power of the Cross of Christ
in order to realize our Vision and its Yearly Focuses. The 3 Core Areas are followed by a total of
9 Key Impact Points—which are facets within the Core Areas that must be addressed. Each Key
Impact Point has Goals—which are preferred future conditions. These Goals of First Baptist
Church must be achieved in order to reach the Vision.
The 3 Core Areas (in bold and underlined), their 9 Key Impact Points (in italics), and their 18+
Goals (in bold) are shown below. The Core Areas, Key Impact Points, and Goals can be
accomplished in any order: there are no prerequisites. That being said, under “Faith-Filled, a. 1,”
which is a life in humble submission to the Lordship of Jesus Christ, will more profoundly bring
transformation in a life as compared to a life in which there is a power struggle with Christ. Also,
a person’s witness is more effective if he has previously helped to meet a need through a kind
and caring act of love. It is also noted that equipping ministries will help in making people more
effective in their journey; however, a person obviously should not wait to love another person if
they have not yet had training in providing care to others. Furthermore, as people progress in
their Spiritual Journey, the manner and depth in which the Goals are fulfilled will change
accordingly.

Let’s check out these 3 Core Areas out in greater detail…
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Faith-Filled - as demonstrated by the following 3 Key Impact
Points…
a. A fully engaged, joyful, and humble life of worship under the Lordship and
grace of Jesus Christ. Goals include …
1. I am growing in my knowledge of God, of His purposes, of His ways, in
His truth, and in my understanding of who I am in Christ as a child of
God.
2. I reveal my love for God by repenting of sins and self-centered living and
voluntarily surrender all of my life to God’s loving leadership.

b. An abiding, maturing friendship with Jesus Christ that is developed through
devoting time with Him in the Scriptures, prayer, solitude, other spiritual
disciplines, and also in accountable friendships of trust in environments of
grace. Goals include …
1. Through my daily time with God in spiritual disciplines, I have come to
know Christ personally. My faith and obedience are being increased and
strengthened, as my character becomes increasingly Christ-like.
2. In developing my relationship with Christ, I have at least one Christian
friend in my life with whom I share accountability, complete openness
and honesty.

c. An adventurous and meaningful spiritual journey that is reflected by a bold
and growing faith that consistently seeks to be Spirit-led while finding creative
ways to fulfill the will of God. Goals include …
1. I know my location, direction, and am progressing in my journey on The
Pathway. As I progress, I am being transformed.
2. I am deliberately stepping out of my comfort zone in faith, obedience, and
love for God and regularly attempting new things as the Spirit leads.



Why “Faith-Filled”? God is always about building our Faith in Him, His purposes, and His ways. The Bible says,
“Our hope is that as your faith increases, our area of influence among you may be greatly enlarged” (2 Cor 10:15b,
ESV), so there is also a correlation between our growing faith and our influence in the community for the Gospel.
The importance of faith is seen in Hebrews 11:6, as the Bible says, “Without faith it is impossible to please God,”
and also in Galatians 5:6b, that “The only thing that counts is faith expressing itself through love.” Abraham’s faith
is seen as a great example (see Romans 4:20-21), and Jesus is the source of this faith, as He says, “Come to Me”
(Matt 11:28); apart from abiding in Him we can do nothing (see John 15:5). Finally, Colossians 2:6-8 encourages us
to be strengthened in our faith, and the wisdom of Proverbs, chapter 3 verses 5-6, challenges us to “Trust in
the LORD with all your heart and lean not on your own understanding; in all your ways submit to Him, and He will
make your paths straight.” Our faith in God and His Word is the key in impacting people for eternity.
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2. Loving Lifestyle• – as demonstrated by the following 3 Key
Impact Points…
a. Compassionately Caring from the heart of Jesus through radical and
sacrificial love, authentic “Life-on-Life” relationships, and generous living.
Goals include …
1. Through friendships of trust in environments of grace, I have sought to fully
live out the command of Christ to love others with my time, talents, and
treasure, as “love” is the ultimate sign of true discipleship.
2. There is a reduction in social problems and a measurable increase of people
coming to Jesus Christ and experiencing peace, purpose, provision, and
freedom in Christ.

b. Unleashing Mercy and Hope toward people we know and people in our
community whom God leads us to, being open to long-term friendships. Goals
include …
1. I have been trained in providing Christian care for someone who is going
through relational, emotional, physical, and/or spiritual challenges and am
applying the principles as the Spirit leads.
2. Through the use of my spiritual gifts, I am actively involved in a Christian
ministry or community service that seeks to impact the lives of others.

c. Maintaining a team player mentality in which all people and all ministries
humbly seek the greater good through Christ-centered, God-dependent unity
and alignment toward realizing God’s Vision for us. Goals include …
1. I intentionally seek to live together in unity with my brothers and sisters at
First Baptist and actively seek to help people and ministries live in harmony
with our Vision.
2. From understanding and reflecting upon God’s redemptive story, I have
learned through observation and by experience what it means to be family so
that I can extend God’s redemptive story by being family to those who need
family.
•

Why a “Loving Lifestyle”? The number one lesson in life is learning how to love. In John 15:12, Jesus says, “Love
each other as I have loved you.” Matthew 22:37-39, gives us the Great Commandments to “Love the Lord your
God… love your neighbor,” and in 1 Cor 16:14, we are encouraged to “Do everything in love.” Ephesians 5:1, tells
us to “Be imitators of God, therefore, as dearly loved children and live a life of love just as Christ loved us and gave
Himself up for us as fragrant offering and sacrifice to God.” So we’ll seek to love authentically—from the heart—
with compassion, radical mercy, and genuine concern and empathy in the needs and hurts of people (Mt 9:36, 14:14,
Rom. 5:8, & 1 Cor. 13): we provide the love as He transforms the life. As Jesus says in John 13:34-35: “A new
command I give you: Love one another. As I have loved you, so you must love one another. By this everyone will
know that you are my disciples, if you love one another.” A “Loving Lifestyle” leads into being a “Winsome
Witness” as the authentic love we have for others will show that we are God’s people, His disciples.
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3. Winsome Witness– as demonstrated by the following 3 Key
Impact Points…
a. A prayerful life that seeks to thoughtfully help neighbors and others in our
sphere of influence. Goals include …
1. I am living out my role as a prayer warrior on behalf of others, both for
Christians and for non-Christians.
2. I have willingly made sacrifices in my life in order to bless others.

b. A heart of empathy that seeks first to understand others and why they believe
what they do, then to be understood. Goals include …
1. I seek to get to know another person through active listening to their story so
that I can better understand them, and then, as the Spirit leads, I seek to
share my story, which leads to God’s story.
2. I have been trained in how to answer objections to the Christian faith with
gentleness and respect.

c. A courageous, Spirit-led life that intentionally seeks to invest into the lives of
people, both locally and globally, being part of God’s plan to rescue them from
the power of darkness and bring them into the eternal Kingdom of Jesus
Christ. Goals include …
1. I have been trained in how to lead people to receive Jesus Christ as their
Lord and Savior, and I apply this training as the Spirit leads.
2. I have been trained on how to disciple another person, and I apply this
training as the Spirit leads.



Why “Winsome Witness”? God is on a mission, and the mission of God includes His Church. Jesus says in Acts
1:8 that “You will be my witnesses”: we are not called “to” witness, but to “be” Christ’s witnesses as a witness for
Jesus is who I am to the core of my being. This is not optional but is essential in maturing toward Christ-likeness. If
we are truly “Faith-Filled” by humbly surrendering to God, and if we have a “Loving Lifestyle” by meeting the
needs of others with compassion and mercy, then we can step out with boldness into an unbelieving world and
witness for Christ like nobody has ever seen done before in this town, county, region, and beyond. We will witness
by our actions AND our words (Rom 10:14-17, Gal 3:5) and will put extreme pressure on the power of darkness
(Acts 26:15-20, Col 1:13). Why be Christ’s witnesses? Because God wants all people to repent and be saved (see 1
Tim 2:4 & 2 Pet 3:9). But how do we witness? “Winsomely.” By a prayerful, engaging, thoughtful, and appealing
manner, we are building on our “Loving Lifestyle” approach in seeking to understand others and in helping to meet
their needs (see 1 Cor 9:22-23). Then, under the authority of none other than the Lord Jesus Christ, we’ll seek to
complete the Great Commission of Matthew 28:18-20 and “make disciples.”
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Evaluation: In The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway, there are 3 main features that stand
out.
FIRST: It is simple in that we are only asking people to focus on only 3 Core Areas: be Faith
Filled, have a Loving Lifestyle, and be a Winsome Witness.
SECOND: The second feature that stands out in The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway are
that the 3 Core Areas are in alliteration. Combined with having only 3 areas to focus on and that
they have been labeled using an easily remembered mnemonic device, people will be able to
remember what it is they are to focus on in order to move forward on The Pathway—moving
forward toward realizing the Vision.
THIRD: The third feature is that The Pathway lives within the boundaries as established by our
Vision Frame (see page 13). As already noted, our Action Plan is The Pathway. The Mission of
“Helping People Know, Love, and Become Like Jesus” is what The Pathway is designed to
achieve: people’s relationship with Jesus forms the center of The Pathway and a person will
encounter Jesus in all 3 Core Areas. Our Values serve to motivate people in the way things are
being done. The Measurements, as shown below, are directly related to the 3 Core areas of the
Action Plan. Thus, the Vision Frame serves to unify First Baptist and align us in guiding people
toward realizing the Vision. Each “piece” of the frame supports the other pieces so that there are
no “silo” Frame pieces, no “silo” Ministries that act separately from the whole.
Therefore, in summary, what we are asking our people to commit to in The Evangelism and
Discipleship Pathway is simply this:
1) To be Faith Filled;
2) To have a Loving Lifestyle; and
3) To be a Winsome Witness.
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VII.

Goals for Implementing the Action Plan

As taken from Auxano’s “Discipleship Design Assessment,” there are many parts of the Action
Plan. This Assessment seeks to ascertain how well our disciple-making system is operating,
As noted, the Action Plan and Measurement pieces of the Vison Frame must work “hand in
glove” so as to achieve the Vision. A way to determine if we have an effective Action Plan and
Measurements is if we at FIRST BAPTIST can positively answer a series of questions, as found
below. If these 10 questions can be genuinely answered with the phrase, “This captures us
completely,” then we will be maximizing the collective and individual potential of FIRST
BAPTIST and will be close to excellence in building a disciple-making culture (i.e. how things
are done around here), thereby realizing the Vision. We will have measurable results in moving
people forward on The Pathway; we will have leaders and Ministries that—in varying degrees—
are able to make disciples who make disciples; we will have leaders and Ministries that are one
in heart (in unity and in collaboration as they are ministering as a team around the Vision), one in
mind (in alignment as they complement one another in going the same direction toward realizing
the Vision), and one in love (as family as they meet one another’s needs).

The 10 questions and the corresponding answers are as follows.

1) “We can effortlessly describe our discipleship culture in 60 seconds or less.”
•

The Purpose of Discipleship at First Baptist Church is to help people know, love, and
become like Jesus as we courageously follow Him in moving forward in realizing our
Vision

•

Disciples at First Baptist Church are men and women, boys and girls, who know, love,
and are becoming like Jesus as we courageously follow Him in moving forward in our
roles—together—in realizing the Vision.

•

Our Action Plan is based on The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway.

•

The Action Plan is designed to lead people through 11 relationship stages with Jesus
Christ.
o We do this by focusing on 3 Core Areas which serve as “catalysts” for maturing
in Christ: be Faith Filled, have a Loving Lifestyle, and be a Winsome Witness.

2) “We have a ministry staff that thinks through the lens of disciple-making.”
All staff members of First know, promote, and live out The Purpose of Discipleship at FBC.
They see this as foundational in driving FBC Ministries forward.
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3) “We have a membership that is hungry to grow disciples, individually and
corporately.”
500+ people commit to the Vision, 350+ people commit to The Discipleship Pathway, and 200+
new contacts are made by May 2018 (or later). The congregation of First Baptist has a passion to
see one another move forward on The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway. There is no envy
or bitterness, but relationships and Ministries are united around the Vision in collaboration and
aligned toward realizing the Vision in complementary roles as God shapes us into His
handiwork.

4) “We have developed a language that communicates a discipleship culture.”
350+ people can name the 3 Core Areas and know that there are 11 relationship stages with Jesus
in the Action Plan.

5) “We can draw a simple picture of how we make disciples from a first-time GUEST to a
fully-engaged disciple.”
350+ people of First Baptist can draw The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway Map and
explain how it moves people toward realizing the Vision by the 3 Core Areas.

Vision
Results

Faith-Filled, Loving Lifestyle, Winsome Witness

6) “We have a simple and systematic way to measure discipleship results.”

“Where Am I on The Pathway?”
In summary, what we are asking the people of FBC to commit to in The Evangelism and
Discipleship Pathway is to seek to be moving forward in our relationship with Jesus along The
Pathway continuum by focusing on 3 Core Areas: be Faith-Filled, have a Loving Lifestyle, and
be a Winsome Witness. As we do this, our Vision will begin to be realized.
In gauging where you are at in Knowing, Loving, and Becoming like Jesus, a good start is your
own prayerful self-reflection. It is also helpful to ask a trusted friend, such as your accountability
partner. The following questionnaire is simply another tool in assessing what Stage a person may
be at along The Pathway. You can also go to www.revealforme.com and take some of their
assessments for further reflection.
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The following self-assessment is only for you to see, unless you decide to share it with others.
1. Faith-Filled:
It can be said of me as the Bible says of Abraham in Romans 4:20-21, “Yet he did not waver
through unbelief regarding the promise of God, but was strengthened in his faith and gave glory
to God, being fully persuaded that God had power to do what He had promised.” (Read Genesis
12-25, Acts 7:1-10, Romans 4, Galatians 3:6-9, and Hebrews 11:8-12 for more about Abraham.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This is always true of me. Christ-like
This is almost always true of me. Christ-centered
This is occasionally true of me. Close to Christ
This is sometimes true of me. Growing in Christ
This is rarely true of me/I’ve never really thought of this before. New in Christ

2. Loving Lifestyle:
Jesus could say of me that I reflect the command that He gave to His disciples in the Upper
Room on the night before He was betrayed, as found in John 15:12-13. Jesus said, “My
command is this: Love each other as I have loved you. Greater love has no one than this, that he
lay down his life for his friends.” (Read John 15:1-17 for the full context.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This is always true of me. Christ-like
This is almost always true of me. Christ-centered
This is occasionally true of me. Close to Christ
This is sometimes true of me. Growing in Christ
This is rarely true of me/I’ve never really thought of this before. New in Christ

3. Winsome Witness:
Jesus could say of me that I fulfill His commands to be His witness and to make disciples as
found in Acts 1:8 and Matthew 28:19. After His resurrection and before His ascension, Jesus
said to His disciples that “you will be my witnesses” and to “go and make disciples.” (Read Acts
1:1-11 and Matthew 28:16-20, respectively, for the context.)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

This is always true of me. Christ-like
This is almost always true of me. Christ-centered
This is occasionally true of me. Close to Christ
This is sometimes true of me. Growing in Christ
This is rarely true of me/I’ve never really thought of this before. New in Christ

All the congregation of First Baptist knows how to access a simple link on our church website
that allows them to periodically take a spiritual journey check-up (currently in development).
Seventy percent of the congregation takes a survey every other year (currently in development).
The results are given so that each congregant can track and evaluate progress. These results are
also given anonymously to staff for evaluation for refinement of The Evangelism and
Discipleship Pathway. Furthermore, the Yearly Focus will guide and recalibrate ministries and
how we measure our effectiveness.
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7) “Every minister at FBC connects their leadership to the cause of disciple-making.”
All congregants of First Baptist who are actively serving seek to bring the Ministry which they
lead or serve in into alignment to the Vision of First Baptist. We seek to collaborate in unity and
complement one another in alignment in a Spirit-led, grace filled, trusting and supportive team
approach to Ministry. The Background portion of our Vision will guide this process from 20182020.
Current Ministries/Groups at First Baptist are the following:
1) Personal Devotions/Quiet Time
2) Children and Family: Sunday school, Children’s Church, Early Childhood, Kid’s Choir, and
Wednesday Kid’s U, Music Camp, Sports Camp
3) Community Care
4) Compass: including Grief Share, Divorce Care, Because, New Pathways
5) Hospitality Ministries: Door Hosts, Welcome Center, Ushers, Common Ground
6) Adult Ed: Prime Time, All Seasons, Tell Me More, various
7) LIFEgroups: including Life-on-life Relationships
8) Sunday Morning Worship Services: Sermon, Music and Singing, Drama, Communion,
Offering, Choir, Decorating, Technology
9) Ministry to Men: 33 Series, Band of Brothers
10) Softball
11) Women’s Ministry: including Friends First Quilters
12) Serving Teams
13) Prayer: Sunday Morning, Wednesday Afternoon Prayer Gathering, Fan the Flame, Mission
Prayer
14) Senior Leadership Team
15) Thrive
16) Library
17) Pastoral Care: including Homebound Visitations
18) Student Ministries: Sunday and Wednesday and more
19) Global Outreach
20) Church Board
21) Committees: Finance, Personnel, Membership, Safety, Nominating, First Impressions,
22) FBC Staff: paid and volunteer
23) Property and Cemetery Team: including Kitchens, Transportation
24) Wedding
25) Vision Team: Vision Standing Committee, Discipleship Action Plan Team
26) Orphan Care
27) Wednesday Night Suppers
28) Wedding Ministry
29) Evangelism
30) Spotlight
31) Website
32) Bus driving
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8) “We cast vision for and celebrate success in disciple-making, in some way, every
week.”
Fifty-two Sundays a year some aspect of the Vision is shared and celebrated. Furthermore,
through the use of the bulletin, Facebook, Website, Spotlight, Prayer Focus sheets, church-wide
emails, posters, and other means of promotion, one hundred percent of FBC communication has,
in some manner, aspects of the Vision in order to build awareness, understanding, and
commitment. Reports on progress in the Measures are noted.

9) “All top-level staff are involved in discipleship and lead from ongoing, personal
experience.”
All staff are actively participating in The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway. They are living
as fully committed Disciples of Jesus Christ whose lives can be used as examples of what it
means in being someone who is actively maturing in Christ-likeness.

10) “Our calendar, budget, and meeting agendas reveal a high priority on disciplemaking.”
This is demonstrated by every meeting of every ministry at FBC having prayer which focuses on
people moving forward toward achieving the Mission and realizing the Vision as they live out
The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway. The FBC budget has a high percentage of funds
committed for the direct purpose of disciple-making. Events and ongoing ministries that are
scheduled should directly impact the 3 Core Areas of The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway.
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VIII. Action Plan Facts and Stages
The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway facts.
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

•
•
•

There 6 distinct stages as people move forward to the foot of the Cross.
There are 5 distinct stages as people move forward in power from the Cross.
The reason “New in Christ” does not have a number is because it is unique: those who
are in #6, the Ready Stage,” will transition to being “New in Christ” by the Holy Spirit.
The “Ready Stage” and “New in Christ” are linked. Also, it cannot be over-emphasized
that salvation is 100% the work of God. The Bible says, “(Jesus) went on to say, ‘This is
why I told you that no one can come to me unless the Father has enabled him’,” (John
6:65) and “For it is by grace you have been saved, through faith—and this not from
yourselves, it is the gift of God—not by works, so that no-one can boast” (Eph 2:8-9).
Only the Holy Spirit can convict a person of his sins, convict a person of the
righteousness of Christ, and convict a person of coming judgement apart from Jesus
Christ (see John 16:8-11).
The key is to focus on our Relationship with Christ, not simply participating in Programs;
to be moving forward in the Stages and not focusing only on the next church Activity.
Each one of the 11 stages have 4 groups that are involved in the Pathway: God, the NonChristian, the Christian Witness, and FIRST BAPTIST. These form a partnership.
There are 4 broadly recognized (and biblical) clusters—Sowing, Watering, Reaping, and
Discipling.
Each of the 4 clusters in the Pathway represents a different Ministry approach within the
overall Action Plan. The Ministries are prepared for people who are at their unique stage
in their spiritual journey.
While God transforms us along The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway, a person’s
spiritual practices create the transforming environment in which the Holy Spirit works;
the environment of FIRST BAPTIST must encourage and equip each person. The
environment needed is the intersection of God’s love and everyday life: this is the context
for personal and corporate witnessing and disciple-making.
It is also readily acknowledged that only by the grace of God and the power of the Holy
Spirit do people move forward along The Pathway.
Children and Student Ministries will need to adapt some of the content in the Action Plan
for their specific age range.
It is important to realize that people go through a process in coming to faith in Christ and
they must be approached differently depending on where they are in their journey and in
their life experiences.
Wisdom is needed in ministering to non-Christians: “Be wise in the way you act toward
those who are not believers...” Col. 4:5
Some people are close to making a commitment to Christ, while others have a long way
to go!
Effective evangelism relies on assessing how receptive a person is and then helping them
take the next step – so listen to them – don’t force your witness… yet don’t be afraid be
witnesses… be Spirit-led.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•

•

•
•

•

•

•

•

Evangelism is a process of moving people through the Stages.
People move though these Stages at different speeds.
People often require multiple exposures at each Stage before moving on.
A person can get stuck at any Stage. The #1 reason is fear.
Every Stage in The Evangelism Pathway requires a different response by the Christian
witness.
Keep in mind the following quote: “Evangelism is helping people discover how God is
already at work in their lives.” (Sam Williams)
Biblical discipleship is a life-long journey of apprenticeship, and it involves following
Jesus rather than adhering to a moral code, jumping from activity to activity, or solely a
knowledge-based experience.
Disciples will demonstrate their maturity in faith, in love, and in witness to others.
Therefore, the 3 Core Areas must be a part of a person’s life in order to move forward
along The Discipleship Pathway.
The interaction of the 3 Core Areas and Christians is key: any one of the 3 Core Areas
can serve as a catalyst for a work of God that changes a person from the inside and results
in achieving the Vision. These catalysts are needed to move people forward in The
Pathway. They can happen wherever and whenever people allow God to work in their
lives.
Discipleship needs to address every dimension of life. It is concerned not only with doing
the right thing in every circumstance, but also with doing things for the right reasons.
Local churches can help their members by not being an impersonal institutional
organization, but a relational Body so that the people of God are involved in what is
called “personalized discipleship. It’s a change from program-based, informational
environments to hands-on training in relational environments.”
Give non-Christians what they need—the Gospel, and the Gospel never changes—in
the context of what they want: to be loved, to have family, to be valued, to be
accepted, and to be a part of a genuine and caring community.
We don’t mandate church culture to change; we change organically: I change, so my
family changes, then my relationships change, next my church gradually changes, and
eventually my community changes, etc.
Have occasional events or ongoing ministries that allow non-Christians to connect with
First Baptist as “touchpoints of faith.” This is ongoing for all stages on The Evangelism
Pathway. Therefore, we are seeking to meet people where they are at in their Spiritual
Journeys.
Warning: One of Satan’s chores is to keep Christians out of the world and kept behind the
doors of a church building. Intentional effort must be made to having a Loving Lifestyle
and to be Winsome Witnesses for Jesus Christ to a lost a dying world.
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IX.

Evangelism Concepts

A. Evangelism Bible verses:
In seeking to bring people to the Cross along The Evangelism Pathway, key verses include the
following which denote levels of spiritual receptivity or spiritual awareness to the Good News:
•

“Listen to me, you stubborn-hearted, you who are far from righteousness” (Isa. 46:12).

•

(Jesus with an unbeliever) “Realizing this man's understanding, Jesus said to
him, ‘You are not far from the Kingdom of God’" (Mark 12:34)

•

“He has brought this Good News of peace to you Gentiles who were very far
away from him, and to us Jews who were near” (Eph. 2:17)

•

“Now you belong to Christ Jesus. Though you once were far away from God,
now you have been brought near to him because of the blood of Christ” (Eph. 2:13)

The Parable of Soils (Matt. 13); Four kinds of receptivity
Hard soil = The defensive heart
Shallow soil = The impulsive heart
Soil with weeds = The distracted heart
Good Soil = The receptive heart

➢ “My work was to plant the seed in your hearts, and Apollos' work was to
water it, but it was God, not we, who made the garden grow in your
hearts” (1 Cor. 3:6, emphasis mine).
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B. Guiding non-Christians in Moving Forward along The Evangelism Pathway:
This occurs when a non-Christian’s misconception of the Christian faith is clarified and
hopefully understood. Another way they move forward is when a reason to reject the Christian
faith is reconsidered and hopefully their objection is discarded and is no longer considered as
valid.
In our friendships with non-Christians, there are two significant—and necessary—things we
need to know.
1) What does my friend know and understand about Jesus Christ? (i.e. their Spiritual
Awareness or Knowledge of Christ)
2) How open is my friend to change? (i.e. their Attitude of Openness or Receptivity
toward Christ)
For the first statement about his current understanding of Jesus, we can ask the following
questions in diagnosing his Spiritual Awareness:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Do you think there is a God?
If there is a God, what does He want?
Why are people here in the world?
What happens to people after we die?
More specific questions about Jesus Christ begins with “Did you know that:
a. Jesus is a historical figure?
b. Jesus lived a perfect life?
c. Jesus died on the Cross for the forgiveness of the sins of every person in the
world?
d. Jesus defeated death by rising form the dead?
e. Jesus ascended into heaven?
f. Jesus will return to the world again one day sometime in the imminent future?

For the second statement, “How open is my friend to change,” we can ask the following
questions in diagnosing his openness to move forward to the Cross:
1)
2)
3)
4)

How satisfied are you with your life at present?
What would you like to change in your life?
How do you feel about God, Jesus, the Bible, Christians?
More specific questions about our friend’s openness to Jesus are the following:
a. Would you like to get to know Jesus Christ personally?
b. Would you like to study the Bible with me, (with some of my friends)?
c. Would you like to go with me to my church, First Baptist?
d. Are you happy/content with what you currently believe about life?
e. Are you at all curious about the Christian faith?
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C. HOW TO BUILD A BRIDGE OF FRIENDSHIP:

Good friendships are usually intentional, rather than accidental. Developing friendships with
unbelievers often requires going the second mile, taking some risks, and moving outside your
own comfort zone. And with our busy lifestyles, it takes planning. If you don’t plan to
cultivate friendships with unbelievers, you’ll find that you never have the time to do so.

“We should make our plans - counting on God to direct us” (Pr. 16:9).

STEP #1 : BECOME INTENTIONALLY AWARE - of the unbelievers God has placed in
your life.
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Make a list of them by name.
Realize that God has put them in your life for a purpose.
Assess each person’s level of spiritual receptivity.
Discover and write down what their interests and needs are.
Look for areas of common ground that you can build on.
Figure out what kind of testimony each would respond to.
Participate in www.blessmn.com and adopt your street in prayer.

STEP #2: COMMIT TO INTENTIONAL PRAYER: Now & throughout your life
✓ Use your list to pray daily for your unsaved friends.
✓ Pray that God will draw them to himself. John 6:44
✓ Pray that God will remove their spiritual blindness. 2 Cor. 4:3-4
✓ Pray that the Holy Spirit will make their heart receptive. Jn.16:8-13
✓ Pray you & others will get the opportunity to share a clear witness. Col.4
3-5
✓ Pray that God will give you wisdom in what to say. James 1:5
✓ Pray the Holy Spirit will use the words you say. 1 Thess. 1:5
STEP #3: SHOW YOU CARE
✓ Treat everyone with respect as people, not as “prospects.”
✓ Be a genuine friend. Help them in practical ways.
✓ Be a good listener. It is a great way to show love.
✓ Make service your aim, not recruitment.
✓ Invite them into your home.
✓ Consciously and INTENTIONALLY focus your concern on meeting their
needs.
✓ Go out of your way to love them until they ask you why.
✓ Accept people as they are without being judgmental.
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STEP #4: BE READY TO SHARE
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓
✓

Identify yourself as a positive, joyful follower of Christ.
Share a testimony when the occasion naturally arises. (It will)
Never force the Good News. Be patient. God is working!
Use crisis situations to show why we all need God.
INTENTIONALLY ask questions that lead to spiritual discussions.
Give them appropriate tracts or books to read.
Concentrate on the essential. Don’t get sidetracked by hang-ups.
Invite them to a First Baptist ministry.
Offer to lead in a prayer to commit after sharing the Good News.
Read training articles at www.evangelismcoach.org.
Further training at www.oasisworldministries.org.

D. 20 IDEAS FOR DEVELOPING A MISSION HEART
1. Create a plan for inviting your neighbors to bridge ministries and events at First Baptist
(Christmas & Easter services, Wednesday Night Suppers, Need-Based Support Groups).
2. Host an “Open House” to get to know your neighbors. Hand deliver the invitations so that
you make face-to-face contact.
3. See the schools as a mission field. Volunteer as a chaperone for field trips, dances, grad night
or PTA.
4. Establish a guestroom in your house to house missionaries & pastors.
5. Invite a friend to go to a movie with you, and then, over coffee, utilize the movie to discuss
their outlook on life.
6. Leave a piece of evangelistic literature for a waiter or waitress along with a generous tip!
Ask if they have any prayer requests that you can pray for.
7. Memorize Luke 19:10 and create a list of the potential “pre-Christian” people you’d like to
reach in your area: “For the Son of Man came to seek and to save the lost.”
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8. Invite some people from other cultures into a discussion on the question, “What do you think
a Christian is?”
9. Make a list of various people groups you come across in your sphere of influence.
10. Memorize 1st John 3:16-18. “This is how we know what love is: Jesus Christ laid down his
life for us. And we ought to lay down our lives for our brothers and sisters. If anyone has
material possessions and sees a brother or sister in need but has no pity on them, how can the
love of God be in that person? Dear children, let us not love with words or speech but with
actions and in truth.” Let your “Loving Lifestyle” mesh well with your “Winsome Witness.”
11. Attend a local cultural or ethnically distinctive event in an effort to understand the cultures
around your area.
12. Read Matthew 25 and try to identify one project per month that you can do for the types of
people Jesus lists.
13. Pray for the country on the label of your clothes.
14. Get an up-to-date map of the world and prominently post it to provoke prayer.
15. Pray for a week for the Muslim countries in North Africa, the Middle East, South Asia, and
Indonesia.
16. Pray for people to be open to wherever God might call them in service around the world.
17. Start an email or pen pal connection to any missionaries supported by First Baptist.
18. Listen to CNN or another world news report and pray through the countries mentioned.
19. Financially sponsor a missionary on a systematic basis.
20. Pray for the GO Team of First Baptist to carry out God’s will in missions.
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X.

Framework for The Discipleship Pathway

A. In this section we will seek to develop the theory behind the Stages in The Discipleship
Pathway.

MATURITY STAGE: New in Christ – “I believe in Jesus Christ as my Savior and Lord.”
Discipleship Movement Step 1: Declaration: From “New in Christ” to “Growing in Christ”
MATURITY STAGE: Growing in Christ – “I believe in Jesus and am working on what it
means to get to know Him.”

“Growing in Christ” is the first maturity Stage in The Discipleship Pathway after a person
receives Christ. Before this, a non-Christian walked along The Evangelism Pathway to the foot
of the Cross. At the Cross he then came to steadfast faith in Christ. The characteristic of the
“Growing in Christ” Stage is “investigation leading to repentance and faith in Jesus in regard to
who he is and what he came to do: The whole issue in stage one is Jesus.”1 Putman and
Harrington indicate that this stage is primarily “at the head level” and to the point where a person
knows who Christ is and knows his characteristics and desires to follow Christ; it is, therefore,
“primarily a mental acceptance of Jesus, understanding that he is now the one in charge of our
lives. He is the boss, our leader.”2 Yet, The Discipleship Pathway has only begun. Now he is to
be “made,” to mature: “Discipleship only occurs as the disciple takes the next step of dependence
upon, obedience to, and abandonment for Jesus.”3 It is an urgent process, so it cannot be delayed,
yet is also a slow process so it can’t be hurried.
The process of discipleship is such that it is best understood as one who is first born and
then made. Hull theorizes that “Disciples are first born, then they are made. They are born by the

1

Dave Earley and Rod Dempsey, Disciple Making Is...: How to Live the Great Commission with Passion and
Confidence (Nashville: B&H, 2013), 59, 63.
2

Jim Putman, Bobby Harrington, with Robert E. Coleman, Discipleshift: Five Steps That Help Your Church
to Make Disciples Who Make Disciples (Grand Rapids: Zondervan, 2013), 46-7.
3

Earley and Dempsey, Disciple Making Is, 60.
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Spirit of God, with the right factory-installed equipment. Then they must be built, trained, taught,
and led to commitment to Jesus Christ. Therefore, Jesus commanded more than evangelism; He
commanded taking all Christians to His definition of a mature disciple.”4
The Bible is clear that teaching and training, therefore learning and developing, are a key
part of discipleship. Jesus said, “Therefore go and make disciples of all nations, baptizing them
in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Spirit, and teaching them to obey
everything I have commanded you. And surely I am with you always, to the very end of the age”
(Matt. 28:19-20). Furthermore, Paul advised young Timothy to “train yourself to be godly” (1
Tim. 4:7b). Teaching, training, learning, and developing in the presence of Christ and in the
power of the Holy Spirit (Acts 1:8) describe key aspects that move people forward on The
Discipleship Pathway “until Christ is formed in you” (Gal. 4:19); this progressive
sanctification is said to be “the process of becoming what God has already declared us to be.”5
“Growing in Christ” begins at the moment one is born again, so they are baby
Christians. They are described as “spiritually alive; they have made a decision to follow Jesus,
but that’s about as far as they’ve gotten! … They have been trained by the world to consume.”6
The first task that is needed at this stage is to begin to renew the mind of the new disciple (Rom.
12:1-2). The disciple-making Christian must be aware of this consumerism that the new disciple
has. An example is as follows:
(The consumer culture) is a world of consumption, assertiveness, speed, and fame. In the
consumer world it is all about me. In the Jesus way, Jesus becomes more. In the
consumer culture, man becomes more. The consumer culture creates the consumer
church, which produces consumer Christians. In this consumer Christian culture, the
gospel is about receiving benefits and getting into heaven. The message is about man
rather than God. It is about the cultivation of artificial needs, an environment of instant
gratification, the teaching of Scripture in neat formulas, and worship centered on
fulfilling personal needs according to individual taste.7

4

Bill Hull, The Disciple-Making Pastor: Leading Others on the Journey of Faith, Revised and Expanded.
(Grand Rapids: Baker Books, 2007), 77.
5

6

7

Putman, Harrington, Discipleshift, 60.
Ibid., 63.

Bill Hull and Paul Mascarella, Believe as Jesus Believed: Transformed Mind, Experience the Life
(Colorado Springs: NavPress, 2007), 1:62-63.
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Since Christ-likeness is found in the character of a person, and the beliefs a person
influence a person’s character, the disciple-maker must focus on the following:
First, Jesus is now Lord of a Christian’s life, not self;
Second, what I can do for God in my life instead of what God can do for me.
Consequently, the new disciple needs “to develop new habits that form new patterns for living as
a follower of Christ.”8 When this transformation occurs, the new disciple grows in his love for
God and for others by learning obedience to the commands of Christ. Although he needs to be
taught, “understanding can wait, but obedience can’t. Instant obedience will teach you more
about God than a lifetime of Bible discussions. In fact, you will never understand some
commands until you obey them first. Obedience unlocks understanding.”9 The magnitude of
obedience is unambiguously shown by the words of Jesus in John 14. Jesus had just told his
disciples that the Holy Spirit will be with them to help them and that He, Jesus, would be coming
to them. Jesus said, “Whoever has my commands and obeys them, he is the one who loves me.
He who loves me will be loved by my Father, and I too will love him and show myself to him”
(Jn. 14:21). Later, John picks up his pen again and tells people a key principle—how to love
God: “This is how we know that we love the children of God: by loving God and carrying out his
commands. This is love for God: to obey his commands. And his commands are not
burdensome” (1 Jn 5:2-3). Bonhoeffer adds that Christians are to “do the commandment that you
know. You should not ask; you should act. … Go and be obedient in acts of love. … At every
moment, in every situation I am the one required to act, to be obedient.”10 A “Loving Lifestyle”
is developed by obeying the commands of God.
However, obedience is not some fatalistic giving up on life, but it is an accurate
reflection of a person’s faith and love of God. The Holy Spirit led Paul to record: “The only
thing that counts is faith expressing itself through love” (Gal. 5:6b). Without repentance and
obedience wrapped up in faith and love, there is no transformation toward being “Christ-like.”

8

Putman and Harrington, Discipleshift, 65.

9

Rick Warren, The Purpose Driven Life: What On Earth Am i Here For? (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,

2002), 72.
10

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Discipleship: Dietrich Bonhoeffer Works, Volume 4, trans. Martin Kuske and Ilse
Todt (Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2003), 4:75-6.
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Therefore, the new disciple who is in the beginning phase of his journey in “Growing in Christ”
may have the following thoughts and beliefs:
a) I need to go to church regularly? I’ve never heard that before.
b) I need to pray regularly and read the Bible regularly? What? How would I do
that?
c) I didn’t know the Bible said that!
d) Tithing? What’s that?
e) I’ve always connected with God through nature. Being outdoors is my church.
f) I don’t need anyone else. It’s just me and Jesus.
g) I need someone to regularly care for me.
h) I know Jesus is God, but isn’t karma real too?
i) Trinity? Huh? Now you’ve got me confused.
j) My wife and I just got baptized, and on the way home from church we got into a
big fight. What’s up with all that? I though Jesus was supposed to take care of all
our problems.
As the disciple matures in “Growing in Christ,” the disciple has moved on from being
an infant and is more like a child and is still in need of breaking the pattern of self-centered
living. His primary need is to develop authentic friendships with other Christians in order to
focus more on the kingdom of God and his ways.11 As he makes these friendships, he will be put
into a place to love, which is God’s design because in order to love authentically, relationships
must be built. These Christian friendships are best designed to help strengthen the faith of people
who are following the path of discipleship together: “As iron sharpens iron, so one man sharpens
another” (Prov. 27:17). The goal of the disciple-maker is to help the disciple deepen his
relationship with Christ and to make Christ-centered, encouraging, loving, and prayer-filled
relationships with others in the Body of Christ. This can be accomplished, in part, by teaching
the disciple the necessity of the cross in order to be the Church, while also—by developing
friendships of trust within an environment of grace—sharing in how to live the Christian life,
living it together in community, and beginning to establish them as self-feeding and convinced
disciples of Jesus Christ.

11

Putman and Harrington, Discipleshift, 66-67.
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The latter phase of the journey of “Growing in Christ” is key because at this point in the
spiritual edification and maturation process, the disciple has begun to being trained in the
foundational beliefs of the Bible: its doctrines and key passages that he will use in getting to
know God deeply, in defeating the power of sin in life through the far greater power of the cross
(through living an accountable life with other Christians and in his family), and through being
established as a self-feeding disciple who desires the unique call God has on his life. He has
answered the call of Christ to “Come to Me,” yet he must accept that this call means to all stay
with Jesus, to reside in Him as we live in the rhythm of Christ’s life through us: this is the
meaning of “Abiding at the feet of Jesus.”
The disciple is truly at a crossroads not only in his spiritual life but in his overall attitude
toward life and what is important to him. His past understanding of his meaning, purpose, and
identity in life is being challenged. His worldview has begun to see life from God’s perspective
and the call from God for the disciple to join God in his purposes. This is especially evident as he
seeks the salvation of non-Christians in his sphere of influence. However, since he is still a child,
his “consumer Christian” self-centeredness still leads his thoughts, words, and actions. He will
struggle, and he may become stuck in his faith, dissatisfied in his local church, and/or has
regressed in his faith. Therefore, he will find himself saying the following, of which the below
are only a small sample:
a) I don’t know if this church is meeting my needs anymore. Maybe I should go to a
different church that does better.
b) Don’t branch my small group into two. We won’t get to be with our friends.
c) Who are all these new people coming into our church? The church is getting too
big. It’s too hard to get a parking spot anymore.
d) Why do we have to learn new songs? I like the old hymns better.
e) I didn’t like the music today. They should play more contemporary stuff.
f) No one ever says “Hi” to me at church. No one ever calls me to see how I’m
doing. No one spends time with me. The pastors don’t care about me.
g) My small group is not taking care of my needs like they should.
h) I wasn’t fed at all by that sermon today.
i) Why don’t they have a ministry to singles at this church? This church must not
care about singles.
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j) No Christians should ever listen to hip-hop or rock. That kind of music is just
unchristian.
k) Well, I’d join the Music Ministry, but no one’s ever asked me.
l) I was helping in the children’s ministry, but they didn’t appreciate what I was
doing, so I quit.

The disciple who has overcome this self-centeredness and has begun to grasp the meaning of
what loving God and loving others truly is, will be able to mature in his life toward being “Close
to Christ.”

Discipleship Movement Step 2: Development: From “Growing in Christ” to “Close to Christ”
MATURITY STAGE: Close to Christ - I feel really close to Christ and depend on Him daily
for guidance.

The focus on becoming “Close to Christ” is on the “importance of immersion, abandonment,
and apprenticeship into ministry”12 as transformation occurs. To proceed, faith is mandatory.
Trusting God is what is necessary in order to obey, yet how can a person learn to trust God so
that he can mature as a disciple? Bonhoeffer states that “Jesus calls us into a concrete situation in
which we can believe in him. That is why he calls in such a concrete way and wants to be so
understood, because he knows that people will become free for faith only in concrete obedience.
… Only the obedient deed is to be taken seriously.”13 Also, faith will grow when a person obeys,
and obedience will grow when a person fully trusts in God. When this obedience and faith occur,
transformation occurs: “Jesus is moving in their life and causing changes in their heart that lead
to the development of their character. … by the Holy Spirit.”14 The matter of the heart allegiance
12

Putman and Harrington, Discipleshift, 59.
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Bonhoeffer, Discipleship, 4:81, 72.
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and heart response is a deciding factor in the maturation of a disciple. As Howell declares, “The
kingdom first arrives in the form of internal rule over repentant hearts.”15 Obedience to Christ’s
call is first developed in the heart of a disciple and then shown outwardly by his characteristics
as he is becoming more like Christ as he matures in Christ-likeness.
As the disciple journeys onward into the latter phase of “Close to Christ” Maturity
Stage, the disciple is like a young adult and is centering his life “around God’s Word and his
people and mission. … (As he grows) more and secure in Christ, (he grows) less judgmental
and find(s) it easier to overlook others’ faults.”16 The disciple has taken on the responsibility of
humbly serving in the Name of Jesus Christ by taking up his own cross (Lk. 9:23). He is
committed to—and in submission to God and self-denial of his will—serving and/or leading in
ministry. Here, the goal of the disciple-maker is to help equip the young adult disciple in the
stewardship of fully using his God-given talents, gifts, and passions in Spirit-filled, love for
Christ and for others, ministry. The disciple is building his relationship with God and other
Christians through the experience of serving others. This is a new way to experience life, the
Christian life: “Its basis is humility and it is a life of self-denial and submission to others. …
(Jesus’) servant leadership was radically distinct from what is extolled by secular society and
even too bold for what is modeled in the Christian community.”17
When the new disciple starts to see Christianity more about what he can bring to others
rather than what others can bring and do for him, he is well on his way toward becoming a
disciple-maker. Some words that can be heard from him are the following:
a) In my devotions, I came across something I have questions about.
b) I really want to go to Uganda on a mission trip this summer. I know I’m ready for
it. I know God has big plans for my life.
c) I just love being a Minister of Music. I think it’s something God has gifted me in,
and I love to see an entire congregation lifting their hands in praise when I’m
leading.
15
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d) I have three friends I’ve been witnessing to, and our small group would be too big
for them, so can we branch so they can come?
e) Brandon and Jill missed our group, so I called them to see if they’re okay. Their
kids have the flu, so maybe our group can make meals for them. I’ll start.
f) Look at how many are at church today—it’s awesome! The closest parking spot I
could find was two blocks away!
g) I set aside my offering before I came to church so I wouldn’t forget to worship
God through giving.

Discipleship Movement Stage 3: Deployment: From “Close to Christ” to “Christ-Centered”

MATURITY STAGE: Christ-Centered - My relationship with Jesus is the most important
relationship in my life. It guides everything I do.

What a disciple is sent out for is to be “fishers of people” (Matt. 4:19). Jesus’ disciples were now
called to reproduce, and that is the same calling today as Christ’s disciples are called “to
intentional global commissioning.”18 This has been said to mean “that we join Jesus on his
mission to love and reach a lost and hurting world” as disciples are the hands of Christ.19 Or, in
using the words of Jesus: “I am the vine, you are the branches. He who abides in Me, and I in
him, bears much fruit; for without Me you can do nothing. If anyone does not abide in Me, he is
cast out as a branch and is withered; and they gather them and throw them into the fire, and they
are burned. If you abide in Me, and My words abide in you, you will ask what you desire, and it
shall be done for you. By this My Father is glorified, that you bear much fruit; so you will be My
disciples.” (Jn 15:5-8, NKJV).
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A “Christ-centered” life is parallel to the parent stage and the disciple’s Christ-likeness
is more transparent in his life in that “Spiritual parents live out God’s Word in their daily lives.
They are kingdom-centered and God-dependent. … The key concept for the spiritual parent is a
mindfulness of the needs of the less mature disciples.”20 This can be accomplished, in part, by
improving the disciple-maker’s ministry skills so that the adult disciple leads within ministry
teams as he watches to see where God is working and then joins Him in His work. The disciple is
actively looking to find a person to disciple; hence, he has become a disciple-maker himself.
First Baptist supports this and seeks each person to be involved in The Purpose of
Discipleship at First Baptist Church, which is “to help people know, love, and become like Jesus
as we are courageously following Him in moving forward in realizing our Vision.” Therefore,
First Baptist’s definition of disciples “are men and women, boys and girls, who know, love, and
are becoming like Jesus as we are courageously following Him in moving forward in our roles—
together—in realizing our Vision.” As we do this we will be moving forward on The
Discipleship Pathway one Stage at a time with our Vision becoming more and more a
reality. The disciple is sharing the life-changing message of Jesus Christ and the cross through
helping people along The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway locally and even world-wide.
He has realized that “it is only in losing ourselves in the mission of loving others that we live in
balance and experience the joy that Christ has promised.”21

Words that this disciple-maker will often say are as follows:
a) I wonder if God is leading me to invest in Bill and help him mature in his faith.
b) I want to help this guy at work. He asked me to explain the Bible to him. Pray for
me as I spend time win the Word with him.
c) We get to baptize someone from our Life group tonight. What can I do to help
disciple him? Getting him plugged into ministry is essential for his growth.
d) Our Life group is going on a mission trip. I am praying for God’s wisdom as I
give each person a different responsibility to help them grow.

20
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e) The most important discipleship is with my family and friends. Will you hold me
accountable to lead devotionals with my kids on a daily basis? I get so busy that I
am not consistent with them.
f) I want to be conscious of the influence of my words and actions when I go to the
game with Jim and Sarah. I easily get upset at the referees. As new Christians, Jim
and Sarah are hungry for guidance, and I want to set an example for them.
g) I have a spiritual child in my Life group who is causing conflicts; pray that I will
have patience as I lead the group though this difficult stage.
h) I know a young adult who is ready to be an apprentice/intern in our group; it
won’t be long until we are ready to branch our Life group.

B. REVEAL Conclusions in Discipleship
The following conclusions were reported from the Willow Creek Association as based on their
survey of over 1,000 churches and over 250,000 congregants.
1. Most learning experiences in our churches are designed for those in the early stages of
maturity. Things like small groups, which are very helpful in the earlier Stages of Discipleship
no longer provide a significant catalyst for help in the latter Stages. So, these people struggle to
find church environments which continue to encourage growth. The other source of
dissatisfaction is that people are not recognized for their gifts and maturity and struggle to find
satisfying ways to serve in the congregation.
2. The brutal facts of the research showed that there is very little correlation between church
activity and spiritual growth. This data became the starting point for a healthy movement
towards the notion that we each are on a spiritual journey, and that the one thing that moves us
along the pathway towards maturity is our relationship with Christ. Only those church activities
that draw us deeper into the spiritual disciplines, that help us into a deeper relationship with
Jesus will help us grow. Therefore, new emphasis emerged on the marks of discipleship: reading
the Bible, praying, worshiping, and acts of missional service. (“Reflection on Scripture is the
only spiritual catalyst out of the most influential twenty-five that appears on the list of top five
spiritual catalysts for all three spiritual movements.”)
3. Churches that have members “stuck” or “stalled” in their spiritual journey still continue to
build programs to attract consumers of religious services and ignore the lost art of multiplying
disciples.
4. [a) Get people moving, by having a clear pathway for people on their spiritual journeys. b)
Embed the Bible in everything the church does. c) Create ownership by inspiring people to adopt
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the vision of the church as part of their identity. d) Pastor the local community by taking
responsibility for addressing local community needs.
➢ Ultimately growth happens by the power of God working in the church and the
individual. If you aren't surrendered to God and humbly asking Him for help, you can
still do everything right and be stuck. Listen to God first, then let the data talk.

C. Discipleship Process - Steps
The Steps First Baptist will take to engage people, from first-time GUESTS to long-term
members, in order to make disciples.
1. Evangelism Ministries: To bring people to faith in Jesus Christ and to His Church.
a. personally share your story of your relationship with Jesus and His Church, which
leads to…
2. Hospitality Ministries: To cultivate a welcoming culture at FIRST BAPTIST in which
we “Meet and Greet” ALL people with genuine friendliness.
a. personally listen to another person’s story, which leads to…
3. Connecting Ministries: To connect new people to our Vision, Mission, The Pathway, and
to People.
a. invite people to join a Sunday school class or some other ministry based on their
story, which leads to…
4. The Evangelism and Discipleship Pathway: To achieve the Mission thereby realizing
the Vision.
a. encourage people to mature in their relationship with the Lord Jesus Christ.
5. Re-Connecting Ministries: to re-connect people who have not been attending back with
the family of God of First Baptist Church of Cambridge, MN.
These 5 Steps are further described below:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Come to Christ and His Church by Evangelism
Community Created by Hospitality
Connect with People by Connecting
Commit to Discipleship by The Pathway
Close the Back Door by Re-Connecting
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D. Discipleship Process – Belonging
FIRST BAPTIST is seeking to build mature disciples who are united in caring for people
in need, especially in being a loving family to people who need family, both for
Christians and non-Christians. A key word at FIRST BAPTIST is “relationship” as our
aim is to have each Christian maturing within a Christian fellowship. We want Christians
at every Stage to authentically say, “I belong”; therefore, they need hear from FIRST
BAPTIST invitations to build friendships and serve in ministries as a key part of their
Discipleship. In a person’s Spiritual Journey, a community of believers must be provided
as God did not just call us to believe… but also to belong (see Rom 12:5).
A key part of our Action Plan is to have “Life-on-Life Relationships.”
Life-on-Life Relationships. What in the world is this? Meeting in homes or at the FIRST
BAPTIST building with 6-12 people are not the only way to be in a small group or Bible
study. Meeting one-on-one or with two others on a regular basis at a restaurant or coffee
shop or other place is a tremendous opportunity for spiritual formation and being family
to someone who needs family: a “church without walls” as we live in the community.
Yet, how can we have these relationships? First, to realize that our source of strength and
guidance comes through an abiding, maturing friendship with Jesus Christ that is
developed through devoting personal time with Him in the Scriptures, prayer, solitude,
and more. Second, as we commit to our relationship with Christ, we also understand that
the Holy Spirit strengthens us and leads us in maturity through accountable friendships of
trust in environments of grace. We just are not meant to be living life alone, but to be
caring from the heart of Jesus for one another through these authentic and radical
relationships and acts of sacrificial love (see Matt 22:39). Third, since we have been
created by Christ and for Christ, the Holy Spirit will also lead us to be unleashing mercy
and hope in the lives of people we know and people in our community whom God leads
us to befriend. These “Life-on-Life” relationships may take the form of
mentoring/discipling a younger Christian and also investing into the life of someone who
is not a Christian … yet; it is this model of passing on of the faith from one life to another
that the Apostle Paul taught Timothy to do (see 2 Tim. 2:2). But you may ask, “How do
these relationships develop?” There are many aspects to this and training/equipping will
be provided, but as we seek to be compassionately caring toward people, we will do so
with a heart of empathy that listens first, shares second: never pushy, but winsome;
challenging people to mature, but never condemning (see John 3:17). So as we are
moving forward in our Spiritual Journeys together, we are being transformed as
courageous, Spirit-led people who intentionally seek to invest into the lives of others,
both locally and globally, as God rescues them from the domain of darkness and brings
them into the eternal Kingdom of the Son He loves, Jesus Christ (see Col. 1:13).
Are you ready to begin? As Jesus urgently declared, “Look I am coming soon! My reward is
with Me, and I will give to each person according to what they have done” (Rev. 22:12).

